Characterizing Time-of-Day Conformational Changes in the Intrinsically Disordered Proteins of the Circadian Clock.
Circadian rhythms are 24-h oscillations conserved in nearly all living organisms that allow for the anticipation of daily environmental changes. These rhythms are maintained by a molecular clock comprised of a transcriptional/translational negative feedback loop. Many of the proteins that organize this feedback loop are intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), which lack a fixed or ordered three-dimensional structure. Little is known about the impact of intrinsic disorder in clock proteins and this lack of comprehension is compounded by the fact that sophisticated techniques to understand the inherent nature of IDPs are only now emerging. Here, we add to that conversation by describing our novel protocol to track the conformation of a core clock protein (FREQUENCY) in a vital clock model organism (Neurospora crassa). Our protocol, CiRcadian nAtive FasT parallel proteolYsis (CRAFTY), utilizes a parallel proteolysis approach in native conditions to determine the conformational shifts in FREQUENCY over time, providing biologically relevant information and contributing to our understanding of the importance of disorder in the circadian clock.